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Abstract
Sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) is a crucial operation used for solving many engi-
neering and scientific problems. In general there is no single SpMV method that gives high
performance for all sparse matrices. Even though there exist sparse matrix storage formats and
SpMV implementations that yield high efficiency for certain matrix structures, using thesemeth-
ods may entail high preprocessing or format conversion costs. In this work, we present a new
SpMV implementation, named CSRLenGoto, that can be utilized by preprocessing the Com-
pressed Sparse Row (CSR) format of amatrix. This preprocessing phase is inexpensive enough for
the associated cost to be compensated in just a few repetitions of the SpMV operation. CSRLen-
Goto is based on complete loop unrolling, and gives performance improvements in particular for
matrices whosemean row length is low.We parallelized ourmethod by integrating it into a state-
of-the-art matrix partitioning approach as the kernel operation.We observed up to 2.46x and on
the average 1.29x speedup with respect to Intel MKL’s SpMV function for matrices with short or
medium-length rows.
KEYWORDS:
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1 INTRODUCTION

Sparse matrices are those matrices that contain a high ratio of zeros. Sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) is a fundamental operation used
frequently in the solutions to many engineering and science problems. In domains such as Krylov subspace problems and iterative solvers, a sparse
matrix goes into an SpMVoperation tens or hundreds of times. For this reason, SpMVplays a key role in high performance computing. However, it is
known that SpMV’s performance falls well behind the capacity of modern computers 1. Hence, optimization of SpMV has been extensively studied
(see Langr and Tvrdík 2, and Filippone et al. 3 for comprehensive surveys).
Sparse matrices are stored in formats that provide space savings. Probably the most popular and the de facto standard of these formats is the

Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) representation 4 (explained in detail in the next section). CSR is a general-purpose sparse matrix storage format, tak-
ing no parameters such as a block size or the cache line length, and oblivious to architectural details of the target computer. However, it cannot give
the best performance for all sparsematrix types. For this reason, new storage formats are developed to address performance shortcomings 2, some-
times targetting only a limited class of sparse matrices. When a new format is proposed, there is a crucial cost that needs to be taken into account:
the cost of converting the matrix data from CSR format to the new format. If this conversion is too costly with respect to the SpMV operation, the
format would find very limited use in practice. Furthermore, in addition to the time overhead of format conversion, one has to consider space over-
heads, too, because if thematrix is going to be used in other operations after SpMV, theCSR representation cannot be thrown away; thematrix data

0Abbreviations:CSR, compressed sparse row;MKL, Intel’s math kernel library; SpMV, sparsematrix-vector multiplication
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vals = {11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21}
cols = { 0, 1, 3, 5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 0, 1, 4}

rows =      { 0, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11}

for (int i = 0; i < N; i++) {
double sum = 0.0;
for (int j = rows[i]; j < rows[i+1]; j++)

sum += vals[j] * v[cols[j]];
w[i] += sum;

}

FIGURE 1 A samplematrix, its CSR representation, and the SpMV function for the CSR format.

has to be kept in both the CSR format and the new format. In other words, theremay be a need to keep two copies of a matrix in memory. For these
reasons, there has been a recent interest to use the CSR format directly or after an inexpensive preprocessing step 5–10.
In this work, we investigate improving the efficiency of SpMV based on complete loop unrolling and using a variation of CSR as the storage

format. The experimental evaluation of our approach shows that significant speedups can be obtained, particularly formatrices that have short and
medium-length rows, by paying a low preprocessing cost. The contributionsmade by our work are as follows:

• We present a variation of the CSRmatrix storage format, named CSRLen.
• Wepresent an SpMV implementation, namedCSRLenGoto, using theCSRLen format andbasedon complete loopunrolling.CSRLenGoto gives
substantial speedups with respect to CSR. Our current implementation is for the X64_64 CPU architecture.

• Matrix data in CSR format can be converted to the CSRLen format very quickly (on average, in duration equivalent to 0.11–0.25× of the
baseline SpMV execution). This way, the preprocessing cost can be amortized in only a few iterations of the SpMV formost of thematrices.

• CSRLenGoto gives speedup for matrices that have low or mediummean row length, and in particular for matrices with short rows (e.g. mean
row length smaller than 8).

• Our method can be parallelized straightforwardly using existing matrix partitioning methods. As an example, we integrated our method as
the kernel method of themerge-based SpMV approach 5 and obtained up to 2.46× performancewith respect to Intel’sMath Kernel Library
(MKL) on an 8-core Intel Xeon CPU.

• Our code is publicly available at https://github.com/aktemur/CSRLenGoto.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives background information about the SpMVproblem. Section 3 presents our proposed approach.
Section 4 and 5 evaluate the performance in single-threaded and multi-threaded settings, respectively. Section 6 compares and contrasts our
approach to the existing work. Finally, Section 7 gives our conclusions.

2 BACKGROUND

In the CSR (Compressed Sparse Row) format, a matrix is represented by three arrays that we will call vals, cols, and rows. In the vals array, the
nonzero elements of thematrix are stored according to the row-major ordering. The cols array stores the column indices of the nonzero elements,
in the same order as the vals array. The rows array stores, for each row, the index of the first element of the row in the other two arrays. A sample
matrix, its CSR representation, and the SpMV code for the CSR format are given in Figure 1. In the code, N is the number of rows of the matrix; v is
the input vector; w is the output vector. SpMV calculates the following expression:w← w +M · v.
SpMVCSR code is notorious for having poor performance. There are several reasons behind this. SpMV is amemory-bound computation 11. The

accesses to the input vector v are indirect and irregular; this causes underutilization of the cache and poor instruction-level parallelism 1,12. Because
sparse matrices usually have short rows, the trip count of the inner loop is low. For this reason, loop-related costs stay relatively high, and the
branch-predictor of the CPU does not help much 13. As an attempt to remedy these performance problems, we can try loop unrolling – one of the
standard optimization transformations performed by compilers. For instance, if we unroll the inner loop in Figure 1 for 4 times, we obtain the code
in Figure 2. Here, we need a second inner loop to handle the left-over elements in case the number of elements in the row is not an exactmultiple of

https://github.com/aktemur/CSRLenGoto
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for (int i = 0; i < N; i++) {
double sum = 0.0;
int j = rows[i];
for (; j < rows[i+1] - 3; j += 4) {

sum += vals[j] * v[cols[j]];
sum += vals[j+1] * v[cols[j+1]];
sum += vals[j+2] * v[cols[j+2]];
sum += vals[j+3] * v[cols[j+3]];

}
for (; j < rows[i+1]; j++)

sum += vals[j] * v[cols[j]];
w[i] += sum;

}

FIGURE 2 CSR4 code obtained by unrolling the inner loop of Figure 1 by a factor of 4.

// Expected matrix format: CSR
int j = 0, i = 0, length;
double sum;
goto init;

L_5: sum += vals[j] * v[cols[j]]; j++;
L_4: sum += vals[j] * v[cols[j]]; j++;
L_3: sum += vals[j] * v[cols[j]]; j++;
L_2: sum += vals[j] * v[cols[j]]; j++;
L_1: sum += vals[j] * v[cols[j]]; j++;
L_0: w[i] += sum;

i++;
init: if (i >= N) goto end;

length = rows[i + 1] - rows[i];
sum = 0.0;
goto L_length ; // conceptual

end: ;

FIGURE 3 CSRGoto codewhen themaximum row length of thematrix is 5.

the unrolling factor 4. We will refer to the code obtained by unrolling the inner loop of the CSR code k times as CSRk. So, the original code given in
Figure 1 isCSR1. The necessity for a second inner loop inCSRk brings runtime overhead especially for short rows seen frequently in sparsematrices,
and CSRk does not yield the desired performance increase.

3 OURPROPOSEDAPPROACH

In this section we present CSRLenGoto— the new SpMVmethod we are proposing; but before we do that, we will discuss an intermediary method
that we name CSRGoto.

3.1 CSRGoto
Let us investigate unrolling the inner loop of CSR1 completely instead of k times, so that we can get rid of the need to have a second inner loop to
handle the left-over elements. Because themaximum iteration count of the inner loopofCSR1will be equal to themaximumrow lengthof thematrix,
we just need to unroll the loop asmany times as the number of elements in the longest row. After unrolling, for each row, we have to be able to jump
to the appropriate point in the code according to the length of the row. We can do that by putting labels in the code and using a goto statement.
Let us call this SpMV method CSRGoto. We show a conceptual code for this method in Figure 3. Note that for this method to work correctly, it is
not required that the rows of the matrix have a fixed length; row lengths may vary, but the original inner loop should be unrolled for at least the
maximum row length of thematrix.
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1 xor %eax, %eax ; j ← 0
2 xor %edx, %edx ; i ← 0
3 movsxd (%r11), %rcx ; rcx ← rows[0]
4 jmp init
5 L_5: ; sum += vals[j] * v[cols[j]]; j++;
6 movslq (%r9,%rax,4), %rbx
7 movsd (%r8,%rax,8), %xmm1
8 incq %rax
9 mulsd (%rdi,%rbx,8), %xmm1
10 addsd %xmm1, %xmm0
11 L_4: ... ; same as L_5
12 L_3: ... ; same as L_5
13 L_2: ... ; same as L_5
14 L_1: ... ; same as L_5
15 L_0: addsd (%rsi,%rdx,8), %xmm0 ; sum ← sum + w[i]
16 movsd %xmm0, (%rsi,%rdx,8) ; w[i] ← sum
17 incq %rdx ; i ← i + 1
18 init:
19 cmp %rdx, N ; exit if i ≥ N
20 jge end
21 movslq 4(%r11,%rdx,4),%rbx ; rbx ← rows[i+1]
22 subq %rbx, %rcx ; rcx ← -length
23 imul 22, %rcx ; rcx ← -length * 22
24 leaq -45(%rip), %r10 ; r10 ← L_0
25 addq %rcx, %r10 ; r10 ← L_0 + rcx
26 leaq (%rbx), %rcx ; rcx ← rbx
27 xorps %xmm0, %xmm0 ; sum ← 0
28 jmp *%r10 ; goto L_length
29 end:

FIGURE 4 X86_64 assembly code for CSRGotowhen themaximum row length in thematrix is 5.

We said the code in Figure 3 is “conceptual” because the last line is not a legal C statement. Here, we have a programming challenge. How canwe
express in C the address that wewant to jump to?We can use the label addressing operator (&&) and the computed goto statement1 that do not exist
in the C standard but are supported by compilers like GCC and Clang:

long delta = (&&L_0 - &&L_5) / 5; //distance between each consecutive label
goto *(void*)(&&L_0 - length * delta);

However, for this code to be correct, we have to trust the compiler to position the labels equidistantly. In our experiments, we have seen that this
is not a valid assumption. Therefore, we decided to implement the SpMV function at the assembly code level, instead of source code. To determine
whichmachine instructions to use, we compiled source codes similar to the one given in Figure 3 using theClang, GCC, and icc compilers to produce
X86_64 assembly code (with the -O3 optimization level). Uponmanual examination of the output of the compilers, we have seen that the statement

sum += vals[j] * v[cols[j]]; j++;

is transformed to native code similar to
movslq (%r9,%rax,4), %rbx ; rbx ← cols[j] (4 bytes)
movsd (%r8,%rax,8), %xmm1 ; xmm1 ← vals[j] (6 bytes)
incq %rax ; j++ (3 bytes)
mulsd (%rdi,%rbx,8), %xmm1 ; xmm1 ← xmm1 * v[rbx] (5 bytes)
addsd %xmm1, %xmm0 ; sum ← sum + xmm1 (4 bytes)

Based on this observation, we write for CSRGoto the assembly code shown in Figure 4. A straightforward manual examination of the instructions
above reveals that their total length is 22 bytes (4+6+3+5+4). Therefore, the distance between two consecutive labels L_j and L_(j + 1)will be 22
bytes. Because this is a constant value, no runtime calculation is needed.We use this fact on line 23 in Figure 4.

3.2 CSRLenGoto
In the CSRGotomethod, substantial amount of work is performed to calculate the address to jump to (Figure 4, between the init and end labels).
This calculationmay be a burden especially for short rows. To remedy, we can pre-compute the work that does not depend on the program counter

1https://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc-7.1.0/gcc/Labels-as-Values.html

https://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc-7.1.0/gcc/Labels-as-Values.html
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int *newRows = new int[N + 1];
for (int i = 0; i < N; i++) {

int length = rows[i + 1] - rows[i];
newRows[i] = -length * 22;

}
newRows[N] = 33; // distance between 'L_0' and 'end' in Figure 6

FIGURE 5 Converting the CSR format to CSRLen.

xor %eax, %eax ; j ← 0
xor %edx, %edx ; i ← 0
jmp init

L_5: ; sum += vals[j] * v[cols[j]]; j++;
movslq (%r9,%rax,4), %rbx
movsd (%r8,%rax,8), %xmm1
incq %rax
mulsd (%rdi,%rbx,8), %xmm1
addsd %xmm1, %xmm0

L_4: ... ; same as L_5
L_3: ... ; same as L_5
L_2: ... ; same as L_5
L_1: ... ; same as L_5
L_0: addsd (%rsi,%rdx,8), %xmm0 ; sum ← sum + w[i] (5 bytes)

movsd %xmm0, (%rsi,%rdx,8) ; w[i] ← sum (5 bytes)
incq %rdx ; i ← i + 1 (3 bytes)

init:
xorps %xmm0, %xmm0 ; sum ← 0 (3 bytes)
movslq (%r11,%rdx,4), %rbx ; rbx ← rows[i] (4 bytes)
leaq -27(%rip), %r10 ; r10 ← L_0 (7 bytes)
addq %rbx, %r10 ; r10 ← r10 + rbx (3 bytes)
jmp *%r10 ; goto L_length (3 bytes)

end:

FIGURE 6 X86_64 assembly code for CSRLenGotowhen themaximum row length in thematrix is 5.

%rip, such as the calculation of length values, and keep those values as part of the matrix data. For this, we need to go over the rows array of the
matrix in a preprocessing phase. We name the matrix data obtained in this way, CSRLen, and the SpMVmethod using this matrix data, CSRLenGoto.
Converting the data from the CSR format to CSRLen involves processing the rows array only, and is given in Figure 5. Here, we calculate for each
row the distance to land on the label appropriate for the row length. Now that we are preparing a new rows array, we can as well get rid of the
check for the exit condition (the cmp and jge instructions). For this, we make an addendum to the very end of the new rows array, and store the
distance between the labels L_0 and end, which is 33 bytes. This value is the sumof the lengths of instructions that appear between these two labels
(individual instruction lengths are shown in Figure 6).
In Figure 5 we create a new array named newRows. If the user does not need to keep around the original CSR data, the original rows array can be

overwritten insteadof creating a separate array. In our experiments, to be fair in themeasurements,we created anewarray. The runtime complexity
of the conversion isO(N); the vals and cols arrays are not modified or processed. Because the size of the newRows array is the same as the original
one, the size of thematrix data transferred from thememory to the SpMV function will be the same as CSR.
CSRLenGoto code is given in Figure 6. This code is quite similar to the CSRGoto code in Figure 4. The only major difference is that the distance to

jump is read from the rows array instead of being computed on the fly according to the row length. Remember that the source-level unrolling code
in Figure 2 contains one outer loop and two inner loops. The associated overheads prevent performance benefits, especially for short rows. The
overheads are minimized in our proposed approach where there exists only one loop, obtained via a jump instruction, whose target is dynamically
computed for each row. Runtime computation is further eliminated through the preprocessing phase.When code is unrolled at the source-level, the
compiler is provided with opportunities for re-ordering the instructions. We lose this feature because we implemented our approach in assembly;
however, that is a compromise we had tomake to guarantee that the code sections are equally-spaced.

4 SINGLE-THREADEDPERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section wemeasure and discuss the performance of CSRLenGoto in a single-threaded execution environment.
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FIGURE 7 Information about the 1878matrices in our data set that we used for performance evaluation.

CPU (Micro-architecture) Cache size (Bytes) Memory CompilerL1 (I/D) L2 L3 (GB)
Intel Xeon E5-1660v4@ 3.20 Ghz, 8-core, 16 threads (Broadwell) 8×(32K/32K) 8×256K 20M 32 icc 17.0.0

AMDFX 8350@ 4.00 Ghz, 8-core, 8 threads (Piledriver) 4×64K/8×16K 4×2M 8M 8 gcc 5.4.0

TABLE 1 Machines used in our experiments.

4.1 Setup
We prepared a data set comprising of real-world matrices obtained from the SuiteSparse (formerly known as the University of Florida) matrix
collection 14. Our set contains non-complex-valuedmatrices that have 10K–200M nonzero elements in the SuiteSparse collection. There are 1878
suchmatrices. Information about the number of rows, nonzero elements, and row lengths of this set are given in Figure 7.
We ran the tests on two X86_64 computers, one with an Intel CPU, the other with an AMD CPU. The properties of the machines are given in

Table 1. The codes were compiled by passing the -O3 flag2 to the compiler. Our testbeds were kept unloaded during benchmarking to minimize
interferencewithother processes.Whenmeasuring theSpMVduration,we repeatedly invoked the function in a loopand recorded the total elapsed
time to avoid possible noise. We set the number of repetitions to a sufficiently large value to keep the total elapsed time reasonably long (e.g.
∼1s, or longer). We divided the elapsed time to the number of repetitions to find the duration taken by a single SpMV invocation. This way, we
measured the SpMV time for eachmatrix for 3 times, and recorded the smallest (i.e. fastest execution).We used the double-precision floating point
type (64-bit double) for the nonzero values, and integer type (32-bit int) for row and column indices. For the CSRk method, we used the following
values for k: {1, 4, 8, 16, 32}. For CSRLenGoto, in addition to the SpMV duration, we also measured the preprocessing time where CSR format is
converted to CSRLen. We do not include the cost of preprocessing as part of SpMV time, because in a typical “inspector-executor” setting, first, an
inspection phase is performed for optimizations, followed by the execution phasewhere the optimized SpMV function is executedmany times in an
iteration. Intel’sMathKernel Library (MKL) provides an inspector-executorAPI3 aswell.We compare our library againstMKL in ourmulti-threaded
performance evaluation (Section 5). We do not evaluate against MKL in this section, because MKL is tuned for parallelism and does not perform
well in sequential execution.
On each testbed machine, we set the best-performing CSRk as the baseline method. We determined the best-performing CSRk as follows: For

every matrix, we normalized each CSRk result with respect to the fastest of the CSRk methods for that matrix. We observed that on Intel, CSR1 is
almost always the best CSRk method. Hence, we picked CSR1 as the baseline on Intel. On AMD, CSR1 was 8%, CSR4 was 4%, CSR8 was 5%, CSR16 was
8%, and CSR32 was 13%worse than the fastest CSRk when averaged over all thematrices. Hence, we set CSR4 as the baselinemethod on AMD.
Weexpress the performance of theCSRLenGotomethodwith respect to the performance of the baselinemethod. For this, we divide the duration

taken by the baseline method to the time taken by CSRLenGoto. Having a ratio smaller than 1 means that CSRLenGoto caused a slowdown; a ratio
larger than 1means that we obtained speedup.

2Vectorization is enabled by default with this flag; however, SpMV implementation for CSR does not benefit from vectorization because of the indirect
access to the input vector v.

3https://software.intel.com/en-us/mkl-developer-reference-c-inspector-executor-sparse-blas-routines

https://software.intel.com/en-us/mkl-developer-reference-c-inspector-executor-sparse-blas-routines
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FIGURE 8 CSRLenGoto’s performance with respect to the baselinemethod in the single-threaded setting on Intel (left) and AMD (right).
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FIGURE 9 Percentage of matrices that give speedup when a certain mean row length value is used as (a) an upper bound to define “matrices with
short rows”, (b) a lower bound to define “matrices with long rows”.

4.2 Results
When examining the results, we noticed that the performance of CSRLenGoto is related to the mean row lengths of the matrices. Therefore, we
are presenting the performance results by associating them with mean row lengths. Figure 8 gives the results. We can see on both machines that
as the mean row length increases, performance drops down. This observation suggests that we can consider the matrices to be in one of three
categories based on their mean row length and the general trend in performance: For matrices with short rows, substantial speedups are obtained
for themajority. The performance for thematrices withmedium-length rows is mixed, with results both below and above the baseline. Finally, hardly
any speedup is achieved for matrices with long rows. This observation naturally raises the next question:Which row length values should we use to
draw the boundaries between these three categories?Wewill soon discusswhere exactly we can cut the data set, but let us first discusswhy such a
categorization helps.
An SpMV library needs to make runtime decisions about which SpMVmethod to use among possibly many options for a particular matrix. If the

matrix can be put into a category for which a particular SpMV method is known to consistently give good performance, the library can pick that
method and proceedwith the SpMV operation. The categorization of thematrix is to bemade based on install-time information learned on the tar-
getmachine and a dynamic analysis of thematrix. This is a typical auto-tuning approach that has been successfully applied in the case of SpMV 15–20.
Ideally, the dynamic analysis of thematrix should be as inexpensive as possible. In the case of CSRLenGoto, one can quickly check whether the given
matrix falls into the category of “short rows” or “long rows”. This is just amatter of calculating themean row length of thematrix via a single division
operation (i.e. NZ/N) and comparison. If themean row length is low, the library can decidewith high confidence thatCSRLenGotowill yield speedups
and perform the SpMV operation using CSRLenGoto. Similarly, if the mean row length is high, the library can predict that CSRLenGoto is unlikely
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to perform better than the baseline, and do not attempt using it. When the mean row length is inbetween, the library may prefer to perform fur-
ther analysis based on matrix features other than NZ/N (e.g. max row length, variation of row lengths, etc.), or monitor the first few executions of
CSRLenGoto to decide whether to fall back to the default method or continue using it.
The next question is, what threshold values should we use for the mean row length so a matrix can be categorized as having short/medium/long

rows? Figure 8 suggests that these ranges should be machine-specific. Figure 9(a) depicts an analysis of what percentage of matrices give speedup
when a certainmean row length value is used as an upper bound to define “matriceswith short rows”. For instance, 90%of thematriceswhosemean
row length is 8.0 or less (767matrices) on Intel, and 27.5 or less (1360matrices) onAMDgive speedupwhenusingCSRLenGoto. Similarly, Figure 9(b)
gives an analysis of what percentage of matrices give slowdownwhen a certain mean row length value is used as a lower bound to define “matrices
with long rows”. For instance, among the matrices whose mean row length is 14.5 or more (738 matrices), 90% give slowdown on Intel. So, we can
say with high confidence that CSRLenGoto will not yield any benefits if the mean row length of a matrix is bigger than 14.5. The situation is better
on AMD; for example, among the matrices whose mean row length is 40.0 or more (372 matrices), 70% give slowdown. If we use these boundaries
to define the range for matrices with medium-length rows (i.e. 8.0–14.5 on Intel, 27.5–40.0 on AMD), then the percentage of matrices that show
speedup is 56% on Intel (208 out of 373), and 62% on AMD (90 out of 146). In general, an analysis like this one can be carried on a machine-basis
to evaluate the likelihood of CSRLenGoto giving speedup for a matrix by just looking at the NZ/N value of the matrix. If an autotuning approach is
taken, using a decision tree classifier is potentially an effective method for finding the thresholds. In the rest of the paper, we will use the threshold
values 8.0 and 14.5 on Intel, and 27.5 and 40.0 on AMD, when categorizingmatrices as having short/medium/long rows.
It is hard to say precisely why CSRLenGoto shows performance relative to the mean row length value, but a reasonable explanation is due to

the utilization of the cache. Modern processors include a small cache, called the micro-op cache, with the purpose of optimizing the instruction
decode time especially for loops with small bodies. For CSRLenGoto, as the matrix row length increases, the “loop body” is going to be long, and this
diminishes the advantages of themicro-op cache.When the row length is further longer,we begin losing the benefits of the level-1 instruction cache
aswell. This iswhy,webelieve,CSRLenGotoprovides better speedup formatriceswith shorter rows. The reasonweare seeing different speedups on
our test machines is likely related to the difference in their cache sizes. The AMDCPU has larger level-1 instruction cache; hence, better speedups
were observed on that CPU for matrices with high row lengths.

4.3 Preprocessing Cost
Recall that to use CSRLenGoto, a matrix has to go through a preprocessing phase to convert the matrix data from CSR format to CSRLen. We have
measured the cost of conversion relative to the cost of one SpMV function execution using the baseline method. This way, we are attempting to
answer the question “Howmany SpMV operations could we have executed using the baseline method instead of doing preprocessing for CSRLenGoto?” The
answer to this question is given in the top row in Figure 10. The relative cost of preprocessing tends to be higher for matrices with short rows
compared to thematriceswith long rows. Yet, the costs are very small, considering that in an expensive SpMVmethod, preprocessingmay take time
equivalent to tens or hundreds of SpMV invocations 6,19,21–23. On the average, CSRLen preprocessing time is equivalent to 0.25 SpMV executions
on Intel and 0.11 on AMD. The largest cost we havemeasured is 1.56 on Intel and 0.59 on AMD.
The next question we ask is “How many times do we have to repeat SpMV for a matrix so that CSRLenGoto compensates its preprocessing cost and

becomes quicker than the baselinemethod? This questionmakes sense especially in the context of iterative solvers,where the samematrix ismultiplied
with some vector many times until a convergence point is reached. In this context, we can afford to pay a preprocessing cost, and if the SpMV
operation is repeated for a sufficient number of iterations, we get profits in the overall time spent. The number of iterations needed to start getting
profit is called the break-even point. The bottom row in Figure 10 shows the break-even points for matrices for which the measured performance
is at least 1.01×. There are 961 such matrices on Intel, and 1418 on AMD. Most of the break-even points are in the range of just a couple SpMV
iterations. The average break-even points are 4.7 and 1.2 for Intel and AMD, respectively; the maximums are 42.0 and 18.5 for Intel and AMD,
respectively. This shows that CSRLenGoto can be used in iterative solver contexts evenwhen the iteration count is low.

4.4 Comparison to Yzelman’s Sparse Library
Yzelman provides an SpMV benchmark software, called Sparse Library, that contains implementation of several SpMV methods 24. We ran the
sequentialmethods in Sparse Library andmeasured the performance in order to compareCSRLenGoto to amethod other than the baselineCSR.We
evaluated the following methods: incremental CSR (ICSR); zig-zag CSR (ZZ-CSR); zig-zag incremental CSR (ZZ-ICSR); sparse vector matrix (SVM);
Hilbert-ordered triplet schema (HTS); bi-directional incremental CSR (BICSR); hilbert-ordered triplets, backed by BICSR (Hilbert); sparse matrix
blocking, backed by Hilbert (Block Hilbert); sparse matrix blocking by bisection, backed by Hilbert (Bisection Hilbert); compressed bi-directional
incremental CSR (CBICSR).We again used the 1878-matrix set.We performed themeasurements on our Intel machine only.
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FIGURE10 Top row: The cost of preprocessing normalizedwith respect to the cost of one SpMVoperation using the baselinemethod on Intel (left)
and AMD (right). Bottom row: Break-even points of matrices for which the performance is at least 1.01× on Intel (left) and AMD (right).

Method Wins Method Wins
ICSR 44 (2.3%) BICSR 9 (0.5%)
ZZ-CSR 788 (42.0%) Hilbert 48 (2.6%)
ZZ-ICSR 39 (2.1%) Block Hilbert 1 (0.1%)
SVM 0 (0.0%) Bisection Hilbert 39 (2.1%)
HTS 51 (2.7%) CBICSR 12 (0.6%)
Baseline CSR 847 (45.1%)
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FIGURE11 The SpMVmethodswe evaluated fromYzelman’s Sparse Library and the number ofmatrices forwhich they gave the best performance
(left); the performance of CSRLenGotowith respect to ZZ-CSR (right).

The results are given in Figure 11,where the table on the left lists the evaluated SpMVmehods and the number ofmatrices forwhich themethod
was the best performer among themethods listed in the table. In 847 (45.1%) of thematrices, nomethodwas better than the baseline CSR. In other
cases, ZZ-CSR dominates the table with a count of 788 (42.0%)matrices. For this reason, we picked ZZ-CSR as themethod to compare CSRLenGoto
against. The result is given in the right hand side in Figure 11. Here, we see that CSRLenGoto again performs very well for matrices with short rows.
It should be noted that the zig-zag CSRmethod needs to reorder the nonzero values and the column indices of the CSR format in its preprocessing
phase; CSRLenGoto, however, uses these two arrays verbatim.

5 MULTI-THREADEDPERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate CSRLenGoto’s performance in a multi-threaded environment. SpMV is a highly parallelizable computation; matrix rows
can be processed concurrently without having to do synchronization among rows. A typical parallelization approach is to partition the matrix into
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FIGURE 12 Performance of parallelized CSRLenGotowith respect toMKL (left), andmerge-based SpMV (right).

horizontal “stripes”, consisting of rows. Each stripe is then assigned to a thread. In such a row-based decomposition, the elements of a row is never
split among different partitions. This decomposition may fail to divide the work equally among threads if the matrix is highly irregular; that is,
if there are unusually long or many empty rows in the matrix. Merrill and Garland’s recent merge-based method 5 provides strict load balancing
between threads by allowing a row at a partition border to be split. Their approach is based on the “merge-path” algorithm, which is an efficient
parallelization of the merge operation of two sorted lists, A and B, where each thread is assigned an equal share of the total |A| + |B| steps. The
merge-path algorithm is applied to the problemof partitioning CSRmatrix data by logicallymerging the rows array, which is sorted, with the natural
numbers from 0 to NZ (i.e. indices of the cols and vals arrays). Once the matrix is partitioned, each partition can be processed sequentially by a
thread. We implemented a multi-threaded version of CSRLenGoto by integrating it into the merge-based SpMV code base 25 as the kernel function
that is executed sequentially by a thread. In principle, it should be possible to use CSRLenGotowith any CSR-basedmatrix partitioning approach for
concurrent execution.We preferredmerge-based SpMV because it is state-of-the-art and its code is public.
In our experiment we used the same data set that contains 1878 matrices with 10K-200M non-complex nonzero values (Figure 7). Our setup

is the same as explained in the single-threaded performance evaluation section except the following: We ran the experiment only on our Intel
computer (see Table 1 for properties) because the merge-based SpMV code base requires the Intel compiler (icc), and because we wanted to com-
pare parallel CSRLenGoto against Intel’s Math Kernel Library (MKL) as well. Concurrent execution is obtained via OpenMP pragmas. We ran three
methods in this benchmarking:

• MKL’s inspector-executor interface: In the inspector phase,wefirst create anMKL-internal CSRmatrix via mkl_sparse_d_create_csr, then
call mkl_sparse_set_mv_hint and mkl_sparse_optimize. As the SpMV function, we use mkl_sparse_d_mv.

• Merge-based SpMV: In the preprocessing phase, the matrix is partitioned according to the merge-path method. Plain CSR-based SpMV
function is executed on each partition. This isMerrill and Garland’s original code.

• CSRLenGoto: In the preprocessing phase, the matrix is partitioned according to the merge-path method, then the CSR data is converted to
CSRLen. CSRLenGoto’s SpMV function is executed on each partition.

For all methods, we again timed the preprocessing/inspector phases separately from the SpMV phase.We used 16 threads, which is the number
of hardware threads available on theCPU (8 cores, 2 hyper-threads per core). CSR-CSRLen conversion is straightforwardly parallelized viaOpenMP
compiler directives.
Performance of CSRLenGoto with respect to MKL and merge-based methods are given in Figure 12. The overall speedup trend related to the

mean row length seems to apply in the multi-threaded context as well. On the average, CSRLenGoto’s performance is 1.34× of MKL and 1.33× of
merge-based SpMV amongmatrices with short rows (i.e. mean row length 8.0 or less). For matrices withmedium-length rows (i.e. mean row length
between 8.0 and 14.5), the average performances are 1.19× and 1.22× forMKL andmerge-based SpMV, respectively. Themaximum performance
obtained is 2.46×wrtMKL, and 2.33×wrt merge-based SpMV. Similar to the sequential execution, slow-down cases dominate when the matrices
have long rows. Preprocessing costs with respect to oneMKL SpMV function call are shown in Figure 13. On the average, preprocessing takes time
equivalent to 0.52, 0.52, and 0.34 SpMV calls for matrices with short rows, medium-length rows, and long rows, respectively. Break-even points
are also given in Figure 13; here, we excluded the matrices for which the performance is less than 1.01× (744 matrices). For the remaining 1134
matrices, the average break-even point is 5.08 SpMV iterations.
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FIGURE 13 Preprocessing costs (left), and break-even points (right) of parallelized CSRLenGotowith respect to oneMKL SpMV cost.

6 RELATEDWORK

Since SpMV is used many scientific problems, improving its performance implies a wide impact. For this reason, optimizing SpMV has been
extensively studied bymany researchers (e.g. 1,5,15,21–23,26–28). Two recent work provide a detailed survey 2,3.
Our motivation in this work has been to use a format similar to CSR so as to avoid heavy preprocessing/inspection costs. Reordering the matrix

elements and using a storage format other than CSRmay give substantial speedup for somematrices 13,21–23,28. However, the cost of preprocessing
and storage format conversion in these approach can be equivalent to tens or even hundreds of SpMV iterations 6,19,21–23. Compensating these
costs can be possible only if the optimized SpMV routine will be called hundreds or thousands of times. Yet, it is common for the number SpMV
iterations in iterative solvers to be less than a hundred. In such context, SpMV optimization approaches that have high preprocessing costs do not
give benefits. For this reason, some recent work have focused on optimizing SpMVwith little or no preprocessing cost on the GPU 6,7,9,10, CPU 8, or
both 5. Among those for theGPU, Ashari et al. propose to groupmatrix rows of the same length together to speed up SpMV 6. Greathouse andDaga
dynamically distribute CSR matrix data to GPU threads, and efficiently use GPU’s scratchpad memory to obtain improvements 7. Liu and Schmidt
apply no preprocessing to the CSR matrix data in their LightSpMV library; they achieve speedup by using GPU’s atomic operations, warp shuffle
mechanism, and dynamic load balancing 10. In another GPU-oriented method, Liu et al. propose the LSRB-CSR format, where they decompose the
matrix data into segments tuned according to the architectural properties and the warp length of the target GPU 9. Ohshima et al. investigate
the effect of various OpenMP thread scheduling settings on the CSR-based SpMV performance on CPU 8. Merrill and Garland propose a row-
oriented decomposition technique for the CSR format based on the merge-path approach 5. Their technique promises better load balancing for
parallel execution of SpMV on both CPU andGPU, in particular for matrices with irregular shapes.
SpMV is a highly parallelizable computation because the matrix rows can be processed independent from each other. The usual approach for

parallelization is to decompose the matrix to as many pieces as the number of threads available on the target platform. There exist row-oriented,
one-dimensional decomposition approaches 5,28,29 as well as two-dimensional ones 30–33. After the matrix data is decomposed, each portion is
processed using a sequential kernel. Therefore, even though we essentially proposed an improvement of the sequential execution of SpMV, our
method canbe combinedwith existingmatrix partitioningmethods for parallelization. As an example,we integrated ourmethod as the kernel SpMV
implementation in Merrill and Garland’s state of the art merge-based SpMV approach and showed that our method can provide substantial speed
improvement in amulti-threaded setting (see Section 5).
Our method is based on the fundamental idea of loop unrolling. We had previously shown that loop unrolling provides speedup for SpMV 34,

but we had done that for formats that re-arrange matrix data. Another paper that investigates loop unrolling for SpMV is byMellor-Crummey and
Garvin 13. Here, a sparse matrix representation called LCSR that reorders matrix elements is used. For this reason, converting CSR format to LCSR
involves restructuring both the vals and cols arrays. The conversion fromCSR to ourCSRLen format does not process these two arrays;we rebuild
therowsarrayonly (seeFigure5).CSRLenGotomethodcanbemodified toworkwith a reorderedmatrix; however, this doesnotfit the “low-overhead
preprocessing” motivation we had put forward. Similarly, in principle it is possible to reduce memory traffic by combining CSRLenGoto with data
compression approaches such as value compression in the CSR-VI format 27 or other data compression techniques 35; however, compressing the
values or column indices requires a preprocessing phase over the vals and cols arrays, andmay incur additional costs such as frequently accessing
a hashtable. Therefore, we did not prefer incorporating these compression techniques. Kumahata et al. 36 employ loop unrolling to optimize the
SpMVportion of the high performance conjugate gradient (HPCG) problemon theK computer. Their approach is basedon generating an SpMV loop
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for each possible row length value. In our approach, it is possible to have a single SpMV function. That single function can be used for anymatrix, as
long as themaximum row length of thematrix is smaller than themaximum row length assumedwhen implementing our code.

7 CONCLUSION

We proposed a new SpMV implementation, named CSRLenGoto, that relies on complete loop unrolling and computed jump instructions based on
row lengths. Our method gives substantial speedup for matrices whose mean row length is not high; for these matrices we measured up to 2.46×
and on the average 1.29× speedupwith respect to Intel’s MKL. CSRLenGoto uses a variation of the CSR sparse matrix storage format, which can be
built via a low-overhead preprocessing phase. On the average, the cost of preprocessing is equivalent to half of the time that would be spent in a
single execution of the SpMV function. This way, CSRLenGoto is able to pay off its preprocessing cost and start bringing speed benefits in only 5.08
iterations of the SpMV function on the average.
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